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FOREWORD
The aim of this teaching aid is to improve paraphrasing skills
within simple and composite sentences and verbal constructions
for acquiring the ability of maneuring from one structural unit to
another, for providing students with the experience of choosing
the multitude of additional ways to express the same idea.
The book is mainly intended to be helpful to such students
who have been accustomed to using mostly simple sentences to
express their thought while it is possible to use a variety of
grammatical forms for this purpose – compound and complex
sentences, infinitive, participle and gerund constructions.
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Cookout

The Frasers, Jerry and Alice, are having a cookout on their
patio.They have invited a number of friends for an evening of
good food and conversation. Jerry built the outdoor barbecue pit
himself and Alice selected the patio furniture.
This evening Jerry is going to be the chef.He will cook the
hamburgers for the guests.Alice has set the table and is putting
the other food in place.There will be salad,baked beans,potato
chips,fresh
fruit,olives,pickles,celery,carrots,relishes,catsup,mustard,and
buns for the hamburgers.For dessert there will be ice-cream and
cake.To drink there will be coffee ,tea, or soft drinks.
As Jerry says: “It’s a feast fit for a king!”
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EXERCISES
l. Express the same idea in simple, compound and complex
sentences.
Pattern: They are having a cookout on their patio.They want to
have a good conversation where possible.
- In order to have a good conversation they’re having a cookout
on their patio.
- They are having a cookout on their patio ,because they want to
have a good conversation .
- As they want to have a good conversation,they are having a

cookout on their patio.
1. Alice has laid the table .There will be salad,baked
beans,potato chips and fresh fruit .
2. For dessert there will be ice-cream and cake.The guests
will certainly like them.
3. This evening Jerry is going to be chef.He will cook the
hamburgers for the guests.
4. I preferred to drink coffee.I asked the hostess to bring a
cup of coffee.
5. He cooked the hamburgers for the guests.The guests were
amazed by their taste.
ll. Paraphrase the given sentences into a corresponding mood
form.
Pattern: Jerry and Alice invited many guests.They wanted to
have a good evening .
Jerry and Alice invited many guests so that they should have
a good evening .
1.They wanted to have a good cookout. They gathered all
necessary food needed for the meal.
2. Alice selected the patio furniture herself. She wanted the
guests to be satisfied with everything.
3.She will cook the hamburgers for the guests .She wanted
them to delight at the party.
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4. Jerry said: “It is a feast fit for a king.”
5.She was eating with and appetite. They seemed not to have
ever eaten so delicious things.
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A VISIT TO THE DENTIST

Hardly anyone likes to go to the dentist.Maxine White is no
exception.But today is the day that she has been dreading. She
has to have some work done on her teeth.Seated in the dentist’s
chair Maxine decides that her fears were unnecessary.
Dr.Fawcett, her dentist, is very skillful and gentle.Maxine feels
no pain.
Today, Maxine is going to have two teeth filled.Dr.Fawcett
suggests that she have her teeth cleaned.Maxine will make an
appointment to come back next week ,but next time she won’t
be afraid.
Exercises
l. Express your idea in compound, complex and simple
sentences where it is possible.
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Pattern: Her dentist is very skillful and gentle.Maxine feels
no pain.
-Maxine’s dentist is very skillful and gentle ,therefore she
feels no pain.
-As Maxine’s dentist is very skillful and gentle,she feels no
pain.
-Maxine’s dentist being very skillful and gentle she feels no
pain.
1. Hardly anyone likes to go to the dentist.It is unpleasant to
have some work done on one’s teeth.
2. She has a bad toothache.She is not going to have any work
done on her teeth.
3. Maxine decided to go to her dentist.He is known to be a
skillful dentist.
4. Maxine felt a sharp pain in her tooth.Her dentist worked
carefully.
5. Maxine is going to have two teeth filled.She must have her
teeth cleaned first.
6. Next week she will see her dentist again.She has to have
some more work done on her teeth.
II. Make the questions that the statements are answer.
1. Maxine had to see her dentist yesterday.
2. He is a skillful dentist.
3. Maxine had two teeth filled.
4. Maxine will make an appointment to see her dentist the
following week.
III. Paraphrase the composite sentences into simple ones using
particible or gerundial constructions.
1. After she had finished her work, she went to see her dentist.

2. She had a sharp toothache, so she went to see her dentist.
3. She had to have filled two of her teeth. She went to the
dentist.
4. She had to make an appointment to meet her doctor,but
she fell ill and had to stay at home.
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GETTING A LOAN

Sam Slater wants to add a recreation room to his house,but
he doesn’t have enough money.He decides to go to his bank to
ask for a home improvement loan.
Mrs.Kelly, the loan officer at the bank ,is very pleasant and
helpful.She and Sam discuss his money needs and the terms for
getting a home improvement loan.Sam is glad that the interest
rate is not very high.
After Mrs.Kelly asks Sam a number of questions ,she fills
out a loan application form.She tells Sam that his request for a
loan will be reviewed by some of the bank officers.She tells him
that she will call him in two weeks with the result.
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Exercises
I. Express your idea in compound, complex and simple
sentences where it is possible.
1. Sam didn’t have enough money to add a recreation room
to his flat. He decided to take some loan from the bank.
2. The loan officer at the bank is very pleasant. He was
pleased to meet her.
3. The interest rate was not very high. Sam decided to get a
loan.
4. She told Sam she would call him in two weeks.Loan will
be reviewed by some of the bank officers.
II. Put questions to the underlined words.
1. He decided to ask for a home improvement loan.
2. Sam is glad that the interest rate in not high.
3. She promised to call him in two weeks with the result.
4. She filled out a loan application form.
lll. Paraphrase the composite sentences into simple ones
using participle, infinitive or gerundial constructions where it is
possible.
1 .Sam had little money to add a recreation room ,so he
decided to get a loan.
2. As Mrs. Kelly was too pleasant, Sam was very glad.
3. Mrs.Kelly suggested that Sam should wait for two weeks
about the result.
4. Sam wanted to get a loan so that he should add a recreation
room to his house.
5. After Mrs. Kelly and Sam discussed the matter ,they came
to an agreement about the deal.
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Family Outing

Frank Haywood and his family enjoy going camping.It has
become the way that they spend their weekends together when
the weather is nice.The children ,Peggy ,who is 12 ,and Brian
,11,have become expert campers. They like to fish with their
father and swim or go canoeing on the lake.Mrs.Haywood is
very fond of long walks through the woods.
Last year the
Haywoods bought a recreational
vehicle(R.V) which is a home on wheels.It has bunk beds for
four people, a sitting area ,kitchen and bathroom.The R.V makes
camping much easier,which pleases Mrs.Haywood ,who calls
the R.V .“Our home away from home.”
Exercises
I. Express your idea in compound, complex and simple
sentences where possible.
1. Frank enjoys going camping.His family like camping too.
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2. They like to fish.They like to swim, too.
3. They like to fish. They often go to the river.
4. The Haywoods bought a recreational vehicle.It is a home
on wheels.
5. It makes camping much easier.The Haywoods like their
recreational vehicle.
II. Make the questions that the statements are answer.
1.They like to spend their weekends together.
2. They like to fish with their father.
3.They are fond of long walks.
4.It has bunk beds.
5.The beds are for four people.
6.Camping pleases Mrs.Haywoods.
III. Paraphrase the composite sentences into simple ones
using infinitive and participle constructions.
Pattern: They spend their weekends together when the
weather is nice. The weather being nice they spend their
weekends together.
1. They like to fish while they are canoeing on the lake.
2. After they had bought a recreational vehicle, they went
camping.
3. The children, Peggy and Brian,have become expert
campers, as they go camping very often.
4. The recreational vehicle has a kitchen where you can cook
meals.
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FAMILY PHOTOS

The Fraser family is enjoying some photos of their summer
vacation.Mr.Fraser likes to take photos of the family to keep as
a family history.He bought a new camera to take photos during
the summer vacation.Today ,the photos arrived in the mail.
The children are laughing about some of the funny scenes.
They wore some old clothes of their parents and they can see
how funny they looked!
Mr. and Mrs.Fraser are laughing about some of the scenes
in their camp.Mr.Fraser cooked breakfast one morning and made
a mess of everything.
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Exercises
I. Express your idea in compound, complex and simple
sentences where possible.
1. The Fraser family is enjoying photos. They like to keep
them as a family history.
2. He bought a new camera and he wants to take photos
during some vacation.
3. He has taken some photos. They look very funny.
4. Mr.Fraser cooked breakfast one morning. The family liked
it very much.
5. The breakfast was very delicious.The family liked it.
II. Make the questions that the statements are answer.
1. During some vacation.
2. He took photos of the family.
3. They looked funny, because they wore some old clothes
of their parents.
4. He is laughing about some of the scenses in their camp.
5. He made a mess of everything when he was cooking
breakfast.
III. Discuss the following with your classmates.
The advantage of taking family photos.
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AT THE BANK

Larry Hardy needs to get some money for a trip that he has
to take. So, he takes time at lunch to stop by his bank to cash a
check. He decides to go to the drive-in window to save time.
He is pleasantly surprised to see that his neighbor,Emma
Wilson, is now working at the bank. He presents his check $300
and his identification card to Mrs.Wilson.She verifies his
signature and account number and asks Larry how he would like
his money.
He says: “Let me have $100 in tens and the rest in twenties”.
Exercises
I. Express the idea in compound,complex and simple
sentences where possible.
1. Larry takes time at lunch to go to his bank.He is going to
take a trip.
2. He is going to take a trip.He needs some money.
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3. He decides to go to the drive –in window .He wants to save
time.
4. He is surprised to see Emma Wilson.She is now working
at the bank.
5. She asks Larry:” How would you like your money?”.
6. Larry says:”Let me have $100 in tens and the rest in
twenties”.
II.Make the questions that statements are answer.
1. He needs some money for a trip.
2. He decides to go to the drive-in window.
3. Emma Wilson is Larry’s neighbour.
4. She ask her how he would like his money.
5. He presents his check for $300.
III.Translate the following sentences into English.
1. Larri nə qədər pul götürmək istəyir?
2. O nə üçün Emmanı görərkən təəccüblənir?
3. Emma sənədləri hazırladıqdan sonra Larridən nə soruşur?
4. Larri vaxta qənaət etmək üçün bankın xidmətçi
pəncərəsinə yanaşır.
5. Emma nə vaxtdan bəri bankda işləyir?
6. Larri bankdan pul götürdükdən sonra nə etməyə
hazırlaşır?
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THE BIG SNOW

Harvey Schmidt hates snow! He’s so tired of shoveling
snow. He thinks that he will move to Florida!
Yesterday,it snowed 12 inches.Today Harvey has been busy
clearing snow
from the sidewalk, the patio, and the
driveway.There was a lot of snow on the driveway and he
couldn’t get his car out of garage.
Now the driveway is cleared of snow.But Harvey cannot rest
long.His wife wants him to take her to the grocery store!
Exercises
I. Express the idea with compound,complex and simple
sentences where possible.
1. Harvey Schmidt hates snow.He is so tired of shovelling
snow.
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2. There was a lot of snow on the driveway.He couldn’t get
his car out of garage.
3. Harvey cannot rest long.His wife wants him to take her to
the grocery store.
4. He is tired of shoveling snow.He thinks that he will move
to Florida.
II.Make the questions that the statements are answer.
1. From shoveling snow.
2. It snowed yesterday.
3.Twelve inches.
4. From the sidewalk , patio and driveway.
5. Because there was a lot of snow on the driveway.
6. Not for long .
7. To take his wife to the grocery store.
III.Answer the following questions about yourself.
1. Does it often snow in your region?
2. Do you like snow?
3. What is the disadvantage of snow?
4. What is the advantage snow?
5. Who in your family doesn’t like snow? Why?
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THE PAPER BOY

John Cox is a paper boy.He delivers newspapers every day
to different houses in his neighbourhood .He has about 80
customers.About one –half of his customers only take the paper
on weekdays , and about one half take the paper on weekdays
and on Sundays.Two of John’s customers only take the paper on
Sundays.
John has to get up at 4:30 every morning to deliver his
papers.It takes longer to deliver the papers on Sunday.The
papers are twice as big as on weekdays.
John is saving his money to buy a new bicycle.He also is
saving money for college .He has already saved $ 500.
Exercises
I. Express the idea with compound,complex or simple
sentences where possible.
1. John is a paper boy.He delivers newspapers every day.
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2. Some of his customers take the paper on weekdays. Some
of them takes the paper on weekdays and Sundays.
3. John has to get up early.He must deliver papers.
4. John is saving money.He aims at buying a new bicycle.
II.Make the questions that the statements are answer.
1. He is a paper boy.
2. To different houses in his neighbourhood.
3. Only two of John’s customers.
4. In order to deliver his papers on time.
5. To buy a new bicycle.
6. For the college.
7. $500 .
III. Answer the following questions.
1. Who delivers your newspapers every day?
2. What time do you usually get your newspapers?
3. When do you read your newspapers?
4. Do you like to save money ?
5. When do you usually save money ?
6. How do you save money?
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AT THE SUPERMARKET

Mrs.Beth Harvey goes to the supermarket two or three times
a week. She has to buy food for her husband, her two children,
and the family cat.
Food has become very expensive and Mrs.Harvey has to be
careful.She has to choose the food carefully in order not to spend
too much money.Her husband told her to stay within the family
budget.
Today she is buying enough food for three days. She
probably is going to spend $75.00, but she is going to compare
prices carefully. Meat is very expensive so Mrs.Harvey is going
to buy chicken. Her family complains,but they can’t afford to eat
meat very often.
She tells them: ”You have to learn to like chicken.
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Exercises
I. Express the idea with compound,complex and simple
sentences where possible.
1. Mrs.Beth Harvey often goes to the supermarket.She has to
buy food.
2. Food has become expensive.Mrs.Harvey has to be careful.
3. She has to choose the food carefully.She must save money.
4. Meat is very expensive.Mrs.Harvey is going to buy
chicken.
5. Her family can’t affort to eat enough meat.It is very
expensive.
6. She often tells: “You have to learn to like a chicken!”
II.Make the questions that the statements are answer.
1. She has to buy food for her family.
2. She has two children.
3. Mrs.Harvey has to be careful.
4. Not to spend too much money.
5. For three days.
6. She is going to buy chicken.
7. They can’t afford to eat meat very often.
III. Discuss the following with your classmates.
Keeping a budget: A wise decision.
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FAMILY NIGHT

The Hollins family likes to sing.The whole family is very
musical. The three children play musical instruments.Ann,who
is 15, plays piano and guitar. Shirley, who is 13,plays guitar and
flute, and Steven, who is 9, is learning to play the trumpet. Both
Mr. & Mrs. Hollins play organ, piano and clarnet. Mr.Hollins
used to be a music teacher, but now he’s a businessman.
Saturday night is family night for the Hollinses. Thats the
night they reserve for family activities together. One of their
favourites activities is singing while “Dad” plays the organ.
Occasionally, the family sings as a group at churches or
clubs. Once, they sang on television.
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Exercises
I. Express the idea in compound, complex and simple
sentences where possible.
1. The Hollins family is very musical.They like to sing.
2. Mr.Hollins used to be a music teacher.Now he is a
businessman.
3. Saturday night is the family night for the Hollinses.That is
the night they reserve for family activities together.
4. The family sings as a group at churches or clubs.They also
sing on television.
II.Make the questions that the statements are answer.
1. They like to sing.
2. They play piano, guitar, flute and other musical
instruments.
3. Now Mr.Hollins is a businessman.
4. It is the Saturday night they reserve for family activities.
5. Dad plays the organ.
6. The family sings at churches or clubs.
7. On television.
III.Translate the following sentences into English.
1. Musiqini çox sevən Hollinlər ailəsi hər şəmbə axşamı
birlikdə çalıb oxuyurlar.
2. Ann və Shirlinin müxtəlif musiqi alətlərində çaldıqlarını
hamı bilir.
3. Ailə üzvlərindən bir neçəsi oxuduğu halda ,digərləri
alətlərdə çalır.
4. On beş yaşlı Ann piano və gitarada yaxşı çalır.
5. Yaxşı musiqiçi olduqlarına görə Hollinləri tez –tez kilsə
və klublarda çalmağa dəvət edirlər.
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DO – IT – YOURSELF

The Martins, Hal and Linda, wanted to redecorate the
recreation room (rec room) of their house.To save money they
decided to do a lot of the work themselves.
They decided to put new tiles on the floor because the old
ones were cracked and worn. So, they went to a hardware store
and bought tiles, tile adhesive, or mastic as it is called ,and tools
to spread mastic and cut tile.
Now, working together they have nearly finished the job. Hal
spreads the mastic and Linda places the tiles. By doing the work
themselves, the Martins figure that they saved over $200! And,
besides, it was fun!
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Exercises
I. Paraphrase the sentences with infinitive, participle or
gerund into compound and complex ones where possible.
1. Hal and Linda wanted to redecorate the rec room.
2. To save money they decided to do a lot of work
themselves.
3. Working together they have nearly finished the job.
4. By doing the work themselves ,they saved over $200.
II.Paraphrase the composite sentences into simple ones
using the required type of the verbid.
1. They wanted to save money ,therefore they wanted to do
a lot of work themselves.
2. They went to a hardware store and bought tiles ,mastic and
tools.
3. They spread mastic and put new tiles on the floor .
4. They saved $ 200 and were very glad for it.
III. Describe the picture trying to tell what you see in it.
Try to use different types of sentences and verbal
constructions.
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POLITICAL RALLY

Jim and Jane Foster are very active in politics.They enjoy
the challenge and excitement of a political campaign.Both Jim
and Jane have been candidates for political office in their state.
Four years ago Jim was a candidate for the job of the State
Treasurer.Jane once ran for the office of State School
Superintendent.Both of them lost.
Tonight is a big night.The party will select its candidate for
the governor of the state.Jim and Jane are very enthusiastic about
their favourite candidate .He is Jane’s father !
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Exercises
I. Express the idea in compound ,complex and simple
sentences where possible.
1. Jim and Jane are very active in politics.They enjoy the
challenge any political campain.
2. Jim was a candidate for the job of the State Treasurer. Jane
has never been a candidate.
3. Jim was a candidate. Jane was a candidate, too.
4. First Jim didn’t want to be a candidate. Jane suggested him
to be a candidate.
5. Tonight is a big night. A candidate for the gonerner of the
state is to be chosen.
II. Make the questions that the statements are answer.
1. They are active politicians.
2. They are fond of political compaigns.
3. They have been candidates for political office in their
state.
4. Jim was a candidate four years ago.
5. The party will select its candidate.
III. Express the idea by means of infinitive constructions.
1. They say, Jim is a candidate.
2. They say, Jane was a candidate.
3. Jim and Jane have been candidates for many years.
4. Jim and Jane will be candidates this year.
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VALENTINE’S DAY

February 14 is Valentine’s Day,a day when sweethearts
show their love for each other. Men give gifts such as candy or
flowers, and Fred Tompkins surprises his sweetheart with a
heart-shaped box of candy. June, his sweetheart, was expecting
flowers, but instead Fred gives her a three – pound box of
chocolates. She is pleased because he remembered!
Tonight, they are going out to dinner and then to the theater
afterwards. They are going to celebrate together a special day for
sweethearts because they love each other. And Fred says: ”I’ve
got the best and prettiest girl in the world-my wife”!
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Exercises
I. Express your idea in compound, complex and simple
sentences where possible.
1. February 14 is Valentine’s Day. It is a day when
sweethearts show their love for each other.
2. On this day men give gifts such as candy or flowers. These
gifts show their love for their sweethearts.
3. Fred gave her sweetheart a heart – shaped box of candy.
June, his sweetheart, was expecting flowers.
4. They love each other. They are going to celebrate together
a special day for sweethearts.
5. Fed says: “I’ve got the prettiest girl in the world”.
II. Open the brackets using the necessary form of
infinitive or participle.
1. Valentine’s Day is a day for sweethearts (to show) they
love.
2. June was expecting (to give) flowers on Valentine’s Day.
3. She seems (to give)an excellent present by her sweetheart
on Valentine’s Day.
4. (to have)dinner, they are going to the theatre.
5. They are told (to celebrate) this day together.
6. They seem (to have) a good holiday a week ago.
7. June is considered (to prepare) meals for Valentine’s Day
in the kitchen.
8. She is considered (to cook) in the kitchen the whole day.
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LUNCHES FOR SCHOOL

Mrs.Bradley prepares school lunches almost every week-day
for her two children.Some days she gives the children money
and they eat in the school cafeteria.But ,usually,the children
prefer to take a lunch from home.
This morning Mrs.Bradley is making peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches, the children’s favourite.She puts milk in a Thermos
for the children to drink. She is going to put the sandwiches, two
apples, and some cookies in a lunchbox.The lunchbox is easy for
the children to carry to school.
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Exercises
I. Paraphrase the simple sentences into composite ones.
1. Some days Mrs.Bradley gives the children money to eat in
the school cafeteria.
2. Now she is making peanut butter and jelly sandwiches
.She wants to rejoice her children.
3. The children will be happy to eat peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches.It is their favourite meal.
4. She puts milk in a thermos.It keeps milk warm for the
children.
5. Mrs.Bradley is putting the food in a lunchbox.It is easy for
the children to carry to school.
II. Open the brackets using the necessary form of the
infinitive.
1. Mrs.Bradley prepares school lunches for her children (to
eat)at school.
2. She believed her son (to eat)his school lunch ,but she was
surprised (to find)the meal in his bag.
3. She considers her children (to eat)their meal in the kitchen
now.
4. She considered her children (to eat)their lunches already.
5. The children were given money (to eat) in the school
cafeteria.
6. She gave her son money (to buy)sandwiches at school.
III. Make the questions that the statements are answer.
1. She prepares school lunches.
2. Every weekday.
3. For her children.
4. The children prefer to take a lunch from home.
5. Peanut and jelly sandwiches.
6. Into a thermos.
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GLOSSARY
ACCOUNT – record of money received and paid
ACTIVITY-a specified form of supervised action or field of
action,especially one in the area of recreation
ADDING MACHINE-a device used to count the sum,to
subtract,or to multiply two or more numbers
ADHESIVE-a sticky substance,such as paste or cement
ADORE-to regard with the greatest love and respect
AFFORD-to have the money for
AFTERWARDS-later
AIRLINE-a system for transport of passengers and freight
by air
ANNOUNCER-one who speaks, usually in public,to tell
others of events, happenings, news, etc.
ANTIQUE-an object of ancient art
APRON-article of clothing worn over the front part of one’s
clothes to cover and protect them while working
AREA-an amount of space within boundaries or limits
ASPARAGUS-a kind of vegetable
BADGE-a special mark or pin worn to show membership or
authority
BAG-container made of paper, cloth, or other soft material
BAKE-to cook by dry heat, usually in an oven
BANQUET-a feast conducted with great ceremony and
often followed by speeches
BARBECUE-a grill, pit, or outdoor fireplace for roasting
meat
BASKET-any container made of grasses, thin strips of
wood,or other material
BEARD-the hair that grows on a man in
and
face
BEEF-meat from a bull, cow, or ox
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BRACELET-an attractive band or chain
worn
about the arm
BRICK-a block of clay hardened by baking in the sun or fire
and used as a building material
BRUSH-a device consisting of stiff hairs attached to a
handle, used for painting, cleaning, scrubbing, etc.
BUCKLE-a fastening, usually of metal, for holding together
the ends of a belt
BUDGET-a plan or estimate of expected income and
expense for a period of time
BUN-a rounded, often sweetened roll (bread)
CANOE-a light, narrow boat moved by
paddles
CANOE-to ride in a canoe
CARROT-a plant with a long, pointed, orange-colored root,
eaten as a vegetable
CART-a light, small wagon used for transporting articles, or
carrying people
CASE-a problem to be tried in a court of law
CASH-coins or paper money
CATSUP-(or KETCHUP: CATCHUP)a liquid consisting of
a thick, smooth-textured, spicy tomato sauce
CATTLE-members of the cow family
CELEBRATE-to honor an event with special activity
CELERY-a green vegetable that grows in stalks with a leafy
top
CERAMICS-the art or technique of making objects of such
materials,especially from baked clay or porcelain
CHAIN-a connected series of rings or links,usually of metal
CHALLENGE-a call to a contest of skill or strength
CHANCE-an opportunity
CHECK-a written order,usually on a printed form,directing
a bank to pay money from an account
CHEF-a cook, especially a chief cook
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CHIN-the part of the face below the mouth; the point of the
lower jaw
CHIP-a small disk or counter, used in poker and other games
to represent money
CHOCOLATE-a dark brown food substance made from the
ground beans of a certain tree, often used in sweets and desserts.
CLERK-an office worker who keeps records, writes letters,
etc; a salesman or saleswoman in a store
CONVENIENT-easy to use or reach
COOKIE-a small, crisp, sweet cake
COOKOUT-a meal cooked and served outdoors
CORD-a string or small rope; a rubber-covered wire used to
conduct electricity
CRACK-to break,with or without separating, into parts
CREAM-the rich, buttery part of milk that rises to the top
CRIMINAL-relating to crime
CROWD-to push together
CUSTOMER-a person who buys from another
DANGER-a situation in which great harm,injury,or loss is
possible
DECORATE-to select the colors and furnishings of a house
DEFENDANT-a person against whom legal action is
brought
DELIGHT-to please greatly;to feel great pleasure
DELIVER-to carry and give to someone
DESIGN-an artistic arrangement;a pattern
DIVERSIFY-to make different; to vary
DRAWER-a boxlike container, part of a larger piece of
furniture, that slides in and out and is used for storage
DREAD-to fear greatly; to look forward to with fear and
terror
DRILL-a tool for making holes
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DRIVE-IN-a retail establishment, such as a restaurant or
motion-picture theater, designed to permit customers to remain
in their automobiles
DRIVEWAY-a private road connecting a house, garage, or
other building with the street
EXPENSİVE – costing much, very high-priced
EXPERT – a person who has special skill or knowledge in
some particular subject; an authority
FARM – land used for raising crops or animals
FEAST – large meal with many dishes, prepared for some
special occasion
FİGURE – to use numbers to find the answer to a problem
FİLL – to put or pour into until no more can be contained;
to make full; become full
FİNGERNAIL – the hard covering at the end of each finger
FIT – suited to or suitable for a special purpose; right; proper
FLUTE – a musical itnstrument in the shape of a long, thin
tube
ENTHUSİASTİC – of keen interest; strong liking
ENTRANCE – a place through which one enters; door; gate
EVİDENCE – indication; a reason for believing, proof
EXCEPTION – something or someone that is left out or is
different
EXCİTEMENT – the state or condition of being moved
emotionally; agitation
FOND-having an affection or liking for
FRENCH FRIES-thin strips of potatoes fried in deep fat
FUN-pleasure;amusement
ICE CREAM-a frozen food made of cream of milk, eggs,
sugar, and flavoring
IDENTIFICATION-proof of one’s identity, as a document
IMPROVE-to make better
INCOME-money received as salary, earnings, profit from
business, etc.
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INEXPENSIVE-not expensive; low-priced; cheap
INTEREST-regular payments for the use of money
borrowed
INVOLVE-to bring into diffulty or trouble
JAR- a round container, usually made of glass, with a wide
opening at the top
JEANS-clothes, especially pants, made of a heavy, strong
cotton fabric
ELJLY-a food, usually sweet, made by boiling sugar and
fruit juice together until it is thick and partly clear
JEWELRY-valuable ornament, often made with jewels
JOKE-something done or said to cause laughter or
amusement
JUDGE-a public official who settles problems of law in a
court
JURY-a group of persons who promise to decide what is true
in a law trial
KERCHIEF-a woman’s square scarf, often worn as a head
covering
KEYBOARD-a row or rows of many small bars or buttons
which are pressed to operate a musical instrument
LOAD-to fill;put weight on
LOAN-a lending;permission to use for a time
MARKET-a place where goods are bought,sold,or traded
MIRROR-a coated piece of glass used for looking at oneself
MUSTARD-a food preparation made from powdered
mustard seeds and put in sandwiches or on meat
OUTING – an excursion or pleasure trip, often including a
picnic
OVERSHOE-an article of footwear worn over shoes as
protection from water,snow,or cold
PACKAGE-a thing or things packed for storage or carrying
PALM-the inside of the hand not including the fingers
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PAN-a broad,shallow cooking dish,usually of metal and
sometimes having a handle
PANEL-a group of people selected for some special purpose
such as judging a contest, serving on a jury,or joining in a
discussion
PARK-to put or leave an automobile, a bicycle,etc.in a
particular place for a time
PATIO-an inner, roofless courtyard; a space for dining or
recreation, next to a house
PEACH-a round, juicy, orange-yellow fruit
PEANUT BUTTER-a paste made from roasted,ground
peanuts
PEAR- a soft fruit, yellow, green,or brown in color, round at
one end and narrowing toward the stem
PICKLE-a vegetable or fruit preserved in salt water or
wingar, flavored with herbs and spices
PICKUP TRUCK-a light truck with an open body and low
sides
PIT-any hole or low place in a surface
PITCHER-a container, usually with a handle, for holding
and pouring liquids
PLACARD-a printed or written announcement for display
in a public place; poster
PLATE-a shallow,usually round,dish from which food is
eaten or served
POLE-a long, slender piece of wood or other material
POTATO CHIP-a thin slice of potato fried in deep fat until
crisp and then salted
PREFER-to want one thing more than one wants others; to
have a higer regard for
PRIZE-something offered or won in a contest
PUBLIC-engaged in the service of the people
PUBLIC SERVANT-a person who is appointed or elected
to a government position
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PUPPY-the young of a dog
Railing-a frence made of rails
RATE-amount measured in realtion to something else
RECORD-a written account of facts or happenings; writings
kept as history
RECREATION-refreshment of one’s mind or body after
labor through diverting activity, play
REDECORATE-to decorate again, put new ornaments on;
to make new decoration
RELISH-sour, salted, or sweet foods intended to awaken the
desire to eat
REQUEST-the act of asking for
RESERVE-to save for future use
RETIRE-to leave one’s job because of age or poor health
REVIEW-to examine again; to study again
SALAD-a dish of cold vegetables, fruit, or meat prepared
with oil and vinegar or a similar sauce
SERVANT-a person employed to do household work in the
home of another
SHADE-something which is used to cut off the rays of the
sun or of a lamp
SHADOW-a dark image that is made by something that
blocks a source of light
SHAPE-the form or figure of something, especially in
regard to its appearance
SHAVE-with a sharp cutting edge to remove the hair or
beard close to the skin
SHELF-a thin piece of wood or other material fastened to a
wall or forming part of a piece of furniture, that is used to hold
things
SHOUT-to speak very loudly
SIDEWALK-an area, usually raised and paved, along the
side of a street on which people walk
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SIGNATURE-the name of a person as written by his own
hand
SKILL-the ability that results from training, exercise, etc
SIGNATURE-the name of a person as written by his own
hand
SKILL-the ability that results from training, exercise, etc.
SKILLET-a frying pan
SKILLFUL-having skill or ability
SKIRT-the lower part of a dress or a separate garment-for
women or girls that hangs from the waist
SLEEVE-the part of clothing that covers the arm
SLEEVELESS-without sleeves; pertaining to a kind of
clothing without the part that covers the arm
SNEAKERS-(plural), canvas shoes with soft rubber soles
SOAP-a substance used with water for washing and cleaning
SOURCE-a person place, or thing that provides something
or from which something comes
SPOON-a tool with a handle and small bowl, used for
eating,stirring,and serving food
STEAK-meat or fish cut in slices for cooking close to a
flame or for frying
TILE-a thin piece of stone or baked clay used for roofs,
floors, etc.; pipes and hollow blocks of such materials
TOOL-anything such as hammers, saws, or mechanical
devices, made of metal, wood, etc. and used to do one’s work
TOWEL-a cloth or paper used to make things dry by wiping
TRANSPORT-to carry from one place to another
TRANSPORTATION-the means of business of carrying
people or things
TRAY-flat surface of wood, metal, etc. with slightly raised
edges,used for carrying or holding something
TRIAL-an examination of a matter in a law court to
determine whether a charge or claim is true
TRUMPET-a kind of music instrument
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TUBE-a container of soft metal from which liquids or soft
substances are squeezed
UNIFORM-a special style of dress worn by members of a
particular group
VEHICLE-anything upon on in which a person or thing may
travel or be carried,especially anything on wheels
VOTE-a choice or decision expressed by the voice, raised
hand, written means, etc.; the means by which one expresses his
choice or decision
WEAK-having lost strength;yielding to illness
WEEKEND-the part of the week from Friday night to
Monday morning
WHEEL-a round frame which turns on a central point
WHEELCHAIR-a chair mounted on large wheels for the
use of the sick or disabled
WOODS-a small forest
WORN-(past participle of verb to WEAR),damaged by use
WRISTWATCH-a watch worn on a band worn about the
wrist
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